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**JDA Phase**
- All participating Member Companies sign a Joint Development Agreement (JDA) for a Project
- The Project will remain a private workgroup until all members agree to take it public
- Each Specification (Spec) will have its own scope within the Project

**CLA Scope Definition**
- All companies work to define what is in scope and what is not in scope for Spec
- Spec Scope defined in writing

**CLA**
- Those that want to participate in the Spec will need to sign a CLA
- OWF CLA will be signed
- Once a CLA is signed, the Member Companies are obligated to the contribution, regardless of their membership status with OCP

**Contribution Phase**
- All Contributions submitted have an opt-out period
- Some of the Contributed information will be developed into a Spec, using the OCP Spec Template
The Spec is prepared for the IC Committee along with an Overview presentation, OCP Tenets compliance and completed checklist

- All original CLA Companies need to sign a OWFa Final Spec Agreement (FSA)
- All signatories have the option to withdraw from the FSA

The IC reviews Spec
- IC votes to approve the Spec as a formal contribution to OCP, or modifications are proposed and re-submitted

Once IC vote is completed, OCP publishes the Final Specification and all relevant info on the OCP website
- Public announcements are made with consent/approval from the participating companies via a Copyright License Agreement

Specs can be updated at anytime
- IC will review and vote on all updates to current Specs